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Abstract. The integration of preferences into answer set programming constitutes an important practical device for distinguishing certain preferred answer
sets from non-preferred ones. To this end, we elaborate upon rule dependency
graphs and their colorings for characterizing different preference handling strategies found in the literature. We start from a characterization of (three types of)
preferred answer sets in terms of totally colored dependency graphs. In turn, we
exemplarily develop an operational characterization of preferred answer sets in
terms of operators on partial colorings for one particular strategy. In analogy
to the notion of a derivation in proof theory, our operational characterization is
expressed as a (non-deterministically formed) sequence of colorings, gradually
turning an uncolored graph into a totally colored one.

1 Introduction
Graphs constitute a fundamental tool within computing science. Similarly, in answer set
programming, graphs are used for deciding whether answer sets exist. Recently, there
is even an increased interest in using graphs as the primary computational model for
computing answer sets [4, 13]. In fact, one of the distinguishing features of answer
set programming is that it provides non-deterministic programming techniques that
usually induce multiple distinct answer sets. For filtering out certain preferred answer
sets, a prominent approach is to incorporate preference handling into answer set programming. Up to know, preferences where incorporated into answer set solvers either
by meta-interpretation [6] or by pre-compilation front-ends [5]; therefore, preferences
were never integrated into the solvers themselves. This is where our contribution comes
in. We argue that the aforementioned graph-based approaches provide an appropriate
model for integrating preferences into answer set programming and the corresponding
solvers. We underpin this claim, first, by showing how three among the most prominent
preference handling approaches can be characterized by graph-oriented methods and,
second, by showing how this can be realized by means of an operational semantics. This
is usable for extending graph-based answer set solvers, such as noMoRe [1]. Following [10], our idea is to start from an uncolored rule dependency graph and to employ
specific operators that turn a partially colored graph gradually into a totally colored one
that represents a preferred answer set. This approach, developed in [10] for standard
answer set programming, is strongly inspired by the concept of a derivation, in particular, that of an SLD-derivation [14]. Accordingly, a program has a certain preferred
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answer set iff there is a sequence of operations turning the uncolored graph into a totally
colored one, expressing the answer set.

2 Background
   
  ,
A logic program is a finite set of rules such as  
where   , and each !" $#&%'#&)( is an atom. For such a rule * , we let +-,/.10)"2*(
:;<6=>6
 6? ,
denote the head,  , of * and 3/40657"2*( the body, 897 

 D? and 3/ 05E<"2*(A@B8C=>4
 ? . For a set of
of * . Let 3/ 05 "2*(A@B8C4
rules F , we write +G,/.107":FH(@I86+G,/.107" *6(KJL*NMOFP? and conversely, for an atom , we
define * QR:ST"U(V@8 *WM FXJY+G,/.10Y" *(@Z)? . A program is basic if 3/4065 E " *(@I[ for
all its rules. The reduct, FH\ , of a program F relative to a set ] of atoms is defined

by FH\^@8+-,/.10Y"2*(_3/4065 "2*(`J*MaFb43/4065E<"2*('cW]d@I[T? . A set of atoms ]

is closed under a basic program F if for any *eMF , +-,/.107" *(fMH] if 3C4065 " *6(hgi] .
The smallest set of atoms being closed under a basic program F is denoted by jk":FH( .
Then,
a set ] of atoms is an answer set of a program F if jlk" F\h($@^] . We use
mn
" Fo( for denoting the set of all answer sets of F . In what follows, an important
concept is that of the generating rules of an answer set. The set pVqK"2]o( of generating
rules of a set ] of atoms from program F is given by
p q "2]('@Z84*MNFrJG3C4065



" *6(sg]W 3/ 05GE<" *(YcA]t@u[T?v

An ordered logic program is a pair ":Fb wx( , where F is a logic program and wyg
F{zNF is a strict partial order. Given, * 9* |VMNF , the relation *6fw*4| expresses that *4|
has higher priority than * . This informal interpretation can be made precise in different
ways. In what follows, we consider three such interpretations: } – [5], ~ – [3], and  –
preference [17]. Given " FW wx( , all of them use w for selecting preferred answer sets
among the standard answer sets of F . As shown in [17], the three strategies yield an
increasing number of preferred answer sets. That is, } is stronger than  , which is
stronger than ~ , which is stronger than no preference. For brevity, we give below only
a formal definition of } –preference, and refer the reader to the literature regarding ~ –
and  – preference [3, 17].
Definition 1. Let ":Fb wx( be an ordered program and let ] be an answer set of F .
Then, ] is called wx –preserving, if there exists an enumeration 2* !!21 of pqK"2](
such that for every %/$M we have that:
1. if *4!kw* , then w% ,

2. 3C460 5 " * ! (gu8+-,/.10Y"2*  (sJw&%C? , and
3. if * ! w*6 and *6YMbFIphq;" ]o( then

 ] or
(a) 3/ 05 "2*6(g
 [ .
(b) 3/ 05E<"2*6(YcW86+-,/.0Y"2* (sJ`w%C?$@
Condition 1 stipulates that 2* !! 1 is compatible with w . Condition 2 makes the property of supportness explicit. Although any standard answer set is generated by a supported sequence of rules, in } –preferences, rules cannot be supported by lower-ranked
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rules. Condition 3a separates the handling of unsupported rules from preference handling. Condition 3b guarantees that rules can never be blocked by lower-ranked rules.
For  –preference, the previous concept of order preservation is weakened in Condition 1 and 3 for suspending both conditions, whenever the head of a preferred rule
is derivable in an alternative way. Roughly speaking, ~ –preference additionally drops
Condition 2; thus decouplingmh
preference
handling from the order induced by consecun
"9" Fb wx(( as the set of all w –preserving answer sets
tive rule applications. Define
for  MH8 }b9~eC ? .

3 Graphs and colorings with preferences
This section lays the graph-theoretical foundations of our approach. A graph is a pair




a set of (directed) edges. A graph
"  ( where is a set of vertices and  g
z

is
acyclic
if
contains
no
cycles.
For
, we denote  c": z ( by
" (

 g


.
Also,
we
abbreviate
by
eJ 
  @B" cPPeJ b(
`J  . A subgraph of " ;( is a
graph "PD( such that  g
and g eJ  .
In the sequel, we are interested in labeled graphs reflecting dependencies among
rules.
Definition 2. Let " b
F x
w ( be an ordered logic program. The ordered rule dependency
graph (DG)  q  @ " b
F      | ( of " Fb wx( is a labeled directed graph with


  @G" *6*  (sJ 6* 9*  b
M Fb/+G,C.0Y" *6(sMP3/4065 2" *  (
  @G " *6*  (sJ 6* 9*  b
M Fb/+G,C.0Y" *6(sMP3/4065 E 2" *  (

 | @ 8"2*69*  (sJ *6*  MbFb9*  w&*?<

This definition extends the one in [13] by  -edges for representing preferences among
rules. Whenever clear from the context, we write instead of  q  . An % -subgraph

" ( of is a subgraph of with  g ! for %<MH8 -L? .
For illustration, consider the ordered program ":F   wx('@ "8 *   9*? wx( , where:

 ! A
* "
|* !$ 
#

*&% !('  $ 9*),+ ' 
* !-' )9*),+ '

Among the two standard answer sets of FA , 8C) $ 
*&%Vw* selects the latter. That is,

mn

*&%fw&*

' ?v

and 89) $ 

(1)

' ?

, the preference

 "9" F` wx(('@ 818C) $  '  ?? 1

The DG of ":F`6 wx( is depicted in Figure 1a. For instance, "8 **4|9* ?8T"2*6 *4| (? ( is a
 -subgraph of  q./  .
We call 0 a coloring of  q  if 0 is a mapping 0 ! F21 843;/5? . Intuitively, the
colors 3 and 5 indicate whether a rule is supposedly applied or blocked. We sometimes
denote the set of all vertices colored with 3 or 5 by 06 or 087 , respectively. That is,
06@ 84*`J-0$" *6(=@93? and 087@ 84*`J-0$" *6(=@95? . If 0 is total, ":086=/07<( is a binary
partition of F . That is, Ft@;0<6<=087 and 086sc807 @i[ . Accordingly, we often identify
a coloring 0 with the pair ">0<6s/087'( . A partial coloring 0 induces a pair ">06s087'( of
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Fig. 1. (a): The DG of ordered logic program    ; (b): The (partially) colored DG
  ."! #%$ '&() ; (c) The totally colored DG *  ."! #%$ '&   .

sets such that 0 6 = 0 7 g F and 0 6 c 0 7 @ [ . For comparing partial colorings, 0
and 0V , we define 0,+ 0V , if 0 6 g 0f6  and 0 7 g 0f7  . The “empty” coloring ":[-C[1( is
the + -smallest coloring. Accordingly, we define 0.- 0 as ":0 6 = 0f6  0 7 = 0f7  ( .
If 0 is a coloring of , we call the pair " =/0V( a colored DG . For example, “coloring” the DG of " F   wx( with

0|@ "8 * *4|?v'84* % ?6(

(2)

yields the colored graph given in Figure 1b. For simplicity, when coloring, we replace
the label of a node by the respective color.
The central question addressed in this paper is how to compute the total colorings of
DG s that correspond to the preferred answer sets of an underlying program. In fact, the
colorings of interest can be distinguished in a straightforward way. Given an ordered
logic program ":Fb wx( along with its DG . Let  M84}bC~`/ ? . Then, for every w –
preserving answer set ] of F , define an w –preserving admissible coloring 0 of
as

0 @ " phqK"2]o(9FIpqK"2]((
By way of the respective generating rules, we associate with any program a set of w –
preserving admissible colorings whose members are in one-to-one correspondence with
its w –preserving answer sets. Clearly, any
m w –preserving admissible coloring is total;
also, we have ] @I+G,/.10Y":086 ( . We use 0 "" FW wx(( for denoting the set of all w –
preserving admissible colorings of a DG  q  . For a partial coloring 0 , we define

m

m
0 q  ">0V( @Z8,0  M 0

"" FW wx((xJ 0/+ 0  ?

as the set of all w –preserving
of  q  compatible with 0 .
m admissible colorings
m
Clearly, 0  + 0 | implies 0 q  ">0  (10
0 q  ":0 | ( . Observe that a partial
coloring
0 is extendible to a w –preserving admissible
one 0V , that is, 02+ 0f iff
m
m
0 q  ">0V( is non-empty. For a total coloring 0 , 0 q  ">0V( is either empty or singleton. Regarding program ":Fe wx( and coloring 0=| , we get

m

0 q .   ">0| ('@

m

0

"":F wx(9('@Z8T"84*  9 * |1* ? 8 * % ? (?
(3)
mhn
. Accordingly, define
q   ">0V( as the set of all w –preserving

answer sets ] of ":Fb wx( compatible with partial coloring 0 :
mn
mn
"9" Fb wx(( J 06g pqK"2]( and 087bcpqK"2]('@[T?v
q   ">0V(<@Z84]{M

for  M 8 }b9~eC ?
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Note that +-,/.107":086 (g&] for any w –preserving answer set ]
program " F   wx( and coloring 0 | , we get

mn

M

mhn
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qK">0V( . As regards

q .   ":0 | ('@ 818 $  > '  ??

We call a coloring simply admissible, if ] is a standard answer set of F . Also, if ]
a standard answer set of F , we omit the superscript  in the above defined sets.
We need the following concepts for describing a rule’s status of applicability.

is

Definition 3. Let Z@" W
F      | ( be the DG of ordered program " Fb wx( and
be a partial coloring of . For *KMF , we define:



1. * is supported in " =/0V( , if 3/ 05 " *(=gu8+-,/.10Y"2*6( JL"2*6*(=M   *6YM
2. * is unsupported in ">=0V( , if 84*xJl"2*6*($M   +-,/.10Y"2*62(V@ v?bg

M 3/4065 "2*( ;
3. * is blocked (by *  ) in " =/0V( , if *  M 086 for some "2*  9*6(sM   ;
4. * is unblocked in ">=0V( , if *YM 087 for all " *6*(=M   ;
5. * is maximal in " =/0V( if 8 *  JL" *  9*(=M  | ?VgZ">086 = 07 ( .



0

086? ;
087 for some

Conditions 1–4 express standard concepts of logic programming adapted to DG s (cf.
[10]). The concept expressed in Condition 5 allows for distinguishing rules, all of which
more preferred rules have either been found to be applicable or blocked. Such rules are
maximal insofar as they are not dominated by any
n preferred
n rules having an undecided
status of applicability. In what follows, we use " =0V( ">=0V(9~e">=0V( ~N" =/0V(
and
" =/0V( for denoting the sets of all supported, unsupported,blocked,unblocked,
and maximal rules in " =/0V( . For illustration, consider the sets obtained regarding
" q.   /0<|4( , given in Figure 1b.



n

>" q .   0| ( @ 8 6*   *4|19* % * ?
~A" q .  wx(/0 | ( @i[
>" q .   0 | 
( @ 8 *   * | 9*1?



n

"> 
@ [
q .   0| ( i
~A" q .  wx(/0 | ('@ 8 *  * | 9*1?

Rule * % is not maximal in "  q.   0| ( because the higher preferred rule *
ored and thus not known to be blocked or applied.

(4)

is uncol-

4 Deciding preferred answersetship from colored graphs
We now develop concepts that allow us to decide whether a (total) coloring represents
an order preserving admissible coloring by purely graph-theoretical means. For this
purpose, we build upon the concept of a support graph and a corresponding characterization proposed in [10]. To begin with, we give the definition of a support graph,
accounting for the notion of recursive support; it is adapted to ordered programs.
Definition 4. Let be the DG of ordered logic program ":Fb wx( and 0 be a partial

coloring of . We define a support graph of " =0V( as an acyclic  -subgraph " (



of such that 3/ 05 "2*(gt8+-,/.10)"2*6(NJs"2*6*(M9$? for all *M
, 086 g
and

07bc @u[ .
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Observe that the order w does not influence the support graph. If ">=0V( has a support



graph, then there is also a maximal support graph " ;( of " =0V( such that <g
  
for all support graphs "  ( of ">=0V( .
We build upon the following characterization of admissible colorings (along with
their underlying answer sets) for standard logic programs, taken from [10].
Theorem 1. Let be the DG of logic program " FW
n C[1( and 0 be a total coloring of .
">=0V(>c A
~ " =/0V( and ":0 6 ;( is a
Then, 0 is an admissible coloring of iff 0 6 @
support graph of ">=0V( for some  gi":FrzFo( .
For illustration, let us consider program " FA C[( . We obtain the admissible colorings

m

0;"":F  /[1(('@Z8v"8 *  * | 9*&%1?84*6?6(4"8 *  9* | *? 8 * % ? (?

representing answer sets

mn

":F  ('@ 8189> $  ' ? 89) $  '  ??

For capturing preferences, we propose the concept of a height function. To begin
with, we develop this concept for } –preferences.
Definition 5.  Let be the DG of ordered logic program ":Fb wx( , 0 be a total coloring
of and let " svx| ( be a subgraph of .


1  such
We define a } –height function of "  vh x|4( as a function !
that for all *KMNF , we have





1. )" *6 (sw >"2*( if "2*69*6(sM  | ,
2. if K
* M 086 then
 we have >"2*6(w )" *( if "2*6*(=M   and *6YM
3. if *KM 087sc
then there exists an *6)M 06 such that " *6*(=M



086 , and
  and >"2*6(w>"2*( .

The values attributed by a height function reflect a possible order of rule consideration
(not necessarily application). In this respect, Condition 1 stipulates that higher ranked
rules must be considered before lower ranked rules; in this way, respects the prefer
ences from w . If "   ( forms a support graph of ">=0V( , then Condition 2 ensures
that rules are never supported by rules having a greater -value. Condition 3 expresses
that rules colored with 5 , must be blocked by rules with a smaller -value (that is, intuitively, already applied rules). It is instructive to observe that every height function
induces a partial order on F extending the given partial order w . Furthermore, this induced order is always extendible to a total order of F respecting an enumeration of
the generating rules, given in Definition 1. A more detailed analysis is given in the full
paper [11].
Taking the concept of a } –height function together with Theorem 1, we obtain a
characterization of wx –preserving admissible colorings.
Theorem 2. Let O@ " Fbsvh x|4( be the DG of ordered logic program " Fb wx( and
0 be a total coloring of . Then, 0 is a w –preserving admissible coloring iff

n

1. 086 @
">=0V(Yc e
~ ">=0V( and
2. for some   g  , we have
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(a) ">086 D  ( is a support graph of " =0Vn ( and
(b) there exists a } –height function of " " =/0V( ;  1J



    |TJ
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  ( .

Conditions 1 and 2a are the ones found in Theorem 1 for standard admissible colorings,
while Condition 2b selects the w –preserving ones by means of a } –height function.
For this, only supported rules are taken into account; unsupported rules are inapplicable
anyway. Now, the height function ties the arcs ;  of the (standard) support graph to the
ones reflecting blockage   J     and preference  | J     . This guarantees that the
underlying answer set can only be formed in an order preserving way.
For illustration, consider " Fe wx( . For the admissible coloring "8 ** |1* ?v8 * % ? ( ,
we detect only the following } –height function
:



 " *  ( @9

(5)
 "2* | ( @ L   " *&% ('@   "2*& ('@For admissible coloring "8 *  9* |  *&%? 8 *1? ( , there is no } –height function because
*&% wt&* and the blockage of * by *&% lead to a contradiction between Condition 1
and 3 in Definition 5. Hence, only "84*  * | *&?v8 * %6?6( is w  –preserving and 89) $  ' ?
is the only w  –preserving answer set.
For ~ – and  –preferences, we can define similar height functions in an analogous


way.
Definition 6. Let be the DG of ordered logic program ":Fb wx( , 0 be a total coloring

of and let " svx| ( be a subgraph
 of .

We define a ~ –height function of "      | ( as a function !
1d such
that for all *KMNF we have





1. )" *  (sw >"2*(  if "2*  9*6(sM  | ,
* M 0 7 c
2. if K
one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
(a) there exists *6)M 086 such that " *6*(=M   and )" *6(w
(b) * QR:Sv"+-,/.10)"2*((>c 086@i
 [

>"2*( ;

Note that a ~ –height function does not take into account  -edges, since ~ –preference
decouples supportedness from preference handling [3]. If ]d@+-,/.0Y">06'( is a set of
atoms, then * QR ST"+G,C.0Y" *6(9(sc 0<6 @  [ states that +G,/.10Y" *(OMy] for some *ZMyF .
Hence, Condition 2b weakens the concept of order preservation given in Condition 3 of
Definition 5, whenever the head of a blocked rule is derived by another applied rule. By
this weakening, more admissible colorings are w –preserving than wx –preserving.
The next definition addresses  –preferences.
Definition 7.  Let be the DG of ordered logic program ":Fb wx( , 0 be a total coloring
of and let " svx| ( be a subgraph of .


1  such
We define a  –height function of " xv6 |4( as a function !
that for all *KMNF we have





1. )" *6 (sw >"2*( if "2*69*6(sM  | ,
2. if K
* M 086 then is one of the following conditions fulfilled:
(a) we have )" *6(w >"2*( if " *6:9*(=M s and *6)M 0 6
(b) there exists an *YM* QR:ST"+-,/.0Y"2*(9()c 086 such that >"2*6(w



)" *6( ,
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3. if *KM 087bc
then one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
(a) there exists *6)M 0 6 such that " *6*(=M  and )" *6(w >"2*( ;
(b) there exists an * YMN* QR:ST"+-,/.07"2*((>c 06 such that )" *6 (w >"2*( .





 –height functions combine supportedness and preference handling similar to } –
height functions. In contrast to } –height functions, however, Definition 7 allows for
supporting and blocking a rule * by lower ranked rules, if +-,/.10)"2*( is derived by some
applied rule with a lower -value than * . Hence, Condition 2b and 3b weaken the concept of order preservation given in Definition 5, but they are not so generous as the
conditions for a ~ –height function given in Definition 6. For this reason, the conditions
for the existence of a } –height function are stronger that than for a  –height function,
which are stronger conditions than for a ~ –height function.
For illustration, consider ordered logic program " FA wx( . For admissible coloring
"8 *669* |1* ? 8 * % ? ( , the } –height function given in (5) is also a ~ – as well as a  –
 )" * ( @  provides
height function. Observe that )" * ( @ L >"2* | ( @  )" * % ( @
an alternative ~ –height function. No  –height function is obtained for the second admissible coloring, corresponding to answer set 8C) $  ' ? , for any  M84}bC~`/ ? .
In analogy to to Theorem 2, ~ – and  –height functions allow us to characterize
w  – and w  –preserving admissible colorings.
Theorem 3. Theorem 2 still holds, when replacing }

by either ~

or 

.

For illustration, consider program " FA6 wx( . As above, "84*6 9* |* % ? 8 * ? ( is neither
w  – nor w  –preserving since +-,/.10)"2* ( is not derivable in an alternative way. Hence,
"8 *669* |1* ? 8 * % ? ( is a w –preserving admissible coloring for  Mo84}bC~`C ? .
Whenever no preferences are given, Theorem 2 and 3 fall back to characterizations
of standard admissible colorings:
Corollary 1. Let be the DG of ordered logic program ":FbC[( and 0 be a total coloring of . Then, 0 is an admissible coloring iff 0 is a w –preserving admissible
coloring for  Mo8 }b9~eC ? .

5 Operational characterization
In this section, we exemplarily provide an operational characterization of wh –preserving answer sets; for brevity, the corresponding characterizations for ~ – and  –preferences are omitted. The idea is to start with the empty coloring and to successively apply
operators that turn a partial coloring 0 into another one 0 such that 0 + 0f . This is
done until a total coloring is obtained that corresponds to a wh –preserving answer set.

For this, it is necessary to introduce a new color , which only appears in intermediate partial colorings. That is, a partial coloring is now a partial mapping 0 ! F 1

 ? . We color a vertex *
843;/5; ? . Analogously, we define 0@ 8 *eMOF J 0$"2*(h@

with in a partial coloring 0 , if * must be colored with 5 in the final total coloring but
there is not yet any justification for coloring * with 5 . As before, 0 is a total coloring
if 086 = 087 @IF and 0  @^[ . Furthermore, 0 + 0V if 086 g 0f6  , 07 g 0f7  and
0  g 0f7  = 0f  . We define 0 -(0V as ":086 = 0f6  /087 = 0f7  4">0  = 0f  (-">087 = 0f7  (( .
We denote the set of all partial colorings of a DG  q  by  
. Whenever clear
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from the context, we simply write  . Otherwise, all concepts from the previous sections
directly carry over, since they keep relying on rules belonging to 06 and 087 only.
We concentrate first on operations deterministically extending partial colorings.

0

Definition 8. Let be the DG of ordered logic program ":Fb wx( and
coloring of . Then, define  !  1  as  ">0V(<@ 0f where

n

0f6  @ 0 6 =" n >" =0V()c ~e" =/0V(Yc
0f7  @ 0 7 = >" =0V( =o" ~A" =/0V()c
0   @ 0 b80 7  .



be a partial

" =/0V(( ,
" =/0V(( , and



For standard logic programs F ,  is defined in [10] by means of standard colors 06
and 087 only. Definition 8 thus offers an extension of operator  , augmented by a third
color for dealing with ordered logic programs. A coloring is extended by maximal rules
only, with the exception of unsupported rules (cf. Condition 3a in Definition 1). The
idea is to propagate along a } –height function, while excluding unsupported rules and
coloring them with 5 .
 ":0V( . Note that 0
 ">0V( .
+
A partial coloring 0 is closed under  , if 0@
In fact,  ">0V( is not guaranteed to be a partial coloring. To see this, observe that
 ""8 a
 ?C[-C[(( would be "8 a 6 ?8 & 6 C[L? ( , which is no
mapping and thus no partial coloring. Interestingly,  exists on colorings expressing
preferred answer sets (cf. Theorem 4 below). Now, we can define our principal propagation operator in the following way.









 





Definition 9. Let be the DG of ordered logic program " Fb wx( and 0 a partial coloring of . Then, define  ">0V( as the + -smallest partial coloring closed under  and
containing 0 .
Although






is not always defined, it is on colorings expressing preferred answer sets.

Theorem
m 4. Let be the DG of ordered logic program ":Fb wx( and 0 a partial coloring
 [ , then  ">0V( exists.
of . If 0f q  ":0V(h@u





Essentially,  ">0V( amounts to computing the deterministic “consequences” of a given
partial coloring 0 . In fact,  ">0V( is monotonic and preserves preferred answer sets in
the following sense.
Theorem 5. Let
coloring of .



be the DG of ordered logic program ":Fb wx( and

0

be a partial

 ">0V( +  ">0  ( ;
In [10], it is shown for standard programs that  amounts to Fitting’s operator [7].
m

1. If 0  q  ">0  (@i
 [ and 0,+ 0  , then
m
m
2. 0f 
>
"
V
0
(
@
0f 
q  
q   "  ":0V(( .









Therefore, Definition 9 can be viewed as an extension of Fitting’s operator to ordered
programs. The next operation draws upon the maximal support graph of colored DG s.

Definition 10. Let be the DG of ordered logic program ":Fb wx( and 0 be a partial

coloring of . Furthermore, let " ( be a maximal support graph of " =0V( for some
 gZ" F zNFH( . Then, define  !  1  as


">0V(<@ ">086 9FI



/0

 c  (
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A 2-ary version of  was proposed in [10] for standard programs. This operator allows
for coloring rules with 5 whenever it is clear from the given partial coloring that they



will remain unsupported. Observe that 07 g F 
and 0  c
@ 0  ":F ( .
As with  , operator  ">0V( is an extension of 0 . Unlike  , however,  allows for
coloring nodes unconnected with the already colored part of the graph. Although  is
not defined in general, it is on colorings guaranteeing the existence of support graphs.





Theorem 6. Let be the DG of ordered logic program ":Fb wx( and
coloring of . If >" =0V( has a support graph, then  ":0V( exists.

0

be a partial

We show in the full paper [11] that  is reflexive, idempotent, monotonic, and preferred
answer set preserving.
That is, for partial colorings 0 and 0 of such that
m
m
0fq  ":0V(h@u
 [ and 0Vq  ">0f (h@i
 [ , we have 0,+  ":m 0V( ,  ">0V(@ m  "  ">0V(9( , and if
0,+ 0f , then  ">0V( +  ">0f( . Moreover, we have 0Vq  ":0V(<@ 0fq  "  ">0V(9( . Note
that unlike  ,  leaves the support graph of " =/0V( unaffected.
Now we develop a strategy for choice operations based on supported of rules.

   | ( be the DG of ordered logic program " Fb wx(
Definition 11. Let Z@ " FW 
" =/0V((Yh":0 6 = 0 7 ( , we define the
and 0 be a partial coloring of . For *;MP" Fyc
following operators  !  1  for ;Mo843; 5? :



1.
2.

 6 :" 0V('@ :" 086 =W84*v?087=/0 
 7



 6
The





n

" =/0V( ;
n
n
if *eM 
">=0V(*= >" =0V( ,

where non-empty p V@a* 
Q R ST"U(Y8087 for some bMO3/ 05 2" *( .

":0V('@ ":086s087 =H8 *v?4"":0

(,

 =p(Yx8 *v? ( ,

if *KM



operator colors a maximal, supported rule * with 3 , that is, * is taken to be

7
applied.  colors a maximal, up to now neither supported nor unsupported rule with
5 . That is, * must be unsupported and thus belong to 07 in the final
total coloring. For

guaranteeing this, it must be ensured that for some atom bM 3/ 05 "2*( all rules * with
+-,/.10)"2*6(K@
 are eventually inapplicable. This is accomplished by coloring all rules
in p with . In this way, is excluded from all preferred answer sets obtained from
0 . Observe that blocked rules are never colored 5 by 7 in order to guarantee Condition 3 in Definition 5. Similarly, unsupported rules are taken care of by propagation
operations. For illustration, consider " F  wx( , where:











*6 ! K
*4| !*$ r*),+ a

*6hw*4|

(6)

 7

We obtain  ""[L/[LC[((@ ":[-C[L/[1( . If  would color maximal, (supported,) blocked
7
rules, then  "9":[-C[L/[1(9(f@t":[-8 * | ?vC[1( . But then,  would not detect the miscoloring  ""[L 8 * | ?/[1((A@ "8 *  ? 8 * | ?/[1( which is an admissible coloring but no w –
preserving one. That is, there is no corresponding wh –preserving answer set.
The above operator takes preference into account in two ways. First, it restricts
the choice of * to rules belonging to " =/0V( . Second, it eliminates the coloration of
blocked rules and delegates it to the deterministic operator  . While both measures
clearly restrict the possible number of overall choices, a further non-determinism is cre
ated in Condition 2 in Definition 11 through the choice of bMO3/4065 "2*( . Interestingly,
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has further repercussions since it amounts to excluding all rules * with
from 086 . That is, whenever such a choice is made further propagation
follows, which leads to a more constrained situation. We are currently investigating the
effect of this in an experimental study.
Combining our deterministic operators with the choice operator yields an operational characterization of order preserving admissible colorings. For this, for a partial
coloring 0 we define " x(  ">0V( as the + - smallest partial coloring containing 0 and
being closed under  and  .
the choice of

+-,/.10)"2*(K@



Theorem 7. Let be the DG of ordered logic program ":Fb wx( and let 0 be a total
coloring of . Then, 0 is a w  –preserving admissible coloring of iff there exists a
!
sequence ">0 (! with the following properties:
1.
2.
3.



0  @ "

(  " "[L C[- C[((
(  "  ">0 ! (( for some M843; 5? and ;#&%'w& ;

0 !  @ "
0 @ 0 .



 

The formation of sequences is driven by the coloration of maximal rules. Operators
 
 and
–height function, where lower valued rules are colored
 color along a }
first. That is, the sequence starts by coloring most preferred rules and ends with the
lowest ones.
For illustration, consider the coloring sequence in Figure 2, obtained for wh –preserving answer set 8 $  ) '  ? of program ":F   wx( . First, maximal rules *  and * | are
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Fig. 2. A coloring sequence.



colored by "
(  . From the remaining uncolored rules, only * is maximal and (since
6
being supported) taken to be 3 by  . This leads to coloring * % by " x(  since it
is maximal and blocked. The resulting admissible coloring "84*1* |1* ?v8 * % ? ( is w  –
preserving and reflects the w –preserving answer set 89) $  '  ? . Note that coloring a
maximal, supported and blocked rule * in the absence of a blocker of * would lead
to illegal total colorings, which are admissible but not order preserving. For example,
coloring *& with 5 instead of 3 after "
(  would lead to coloring *,% with 3 by  .
The resulting total coloring "84*  * | * %?v84*6?6( is admissible, but not wx – preserving.

To illustrate the usage of , consider the following program ":F wx( , where









*6 ! K
*4| !*$ r*),+
* % ! sr*),+ $

* |fw&* 
* % w&* |

(7)
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" x(  cannot color any rule. Only *  is maximal and available for our choice opn
7
erator. By *M 
"
q    "[L/[LC[(( , we color *  by  , which leads to coloring
6
":[L 8 *64? 8 * % ? (K@{" x(  ""[L 8 *  ? 8 * % ? (( . Applying  to maximal rule *4| and applying "
(  lead to total coloring "8 * | ? 8 *  * %?vC[( , which is w  –preserving and
corresponds to the only existing w –preserving answer set 8 $ ? . The successful coloring sequence is given in Figure 3. Note that the DG contains the 2-edge " *69* % ( since
w is transitive.
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Fig. 3. A (successful) coloring sequence.

In the full paper [11], other sequences of partial colorings leading to wf –preserving
admissible colorings are considered. For example, starting with the empty coloring
0  @ ":[L/[L/[1( and obtaining 0 ! > by  "  ">0 ! (( , thus disposing of  . In this
7
way, the coloration of unsupported rules is entirely accomplished by  . Although
this avoids using (deterministic) operator  , it delegates the treatment of unsupported
rules to a non-deterministic operator, which seems not advisable from a computational
point of view. Furthermore, we discuss an alternative support-driven operational characterization using an incremental version of  .



 



6 Discussion, related work, and conclusions
Many approaches to adding preferences to answer set programming can be found in the
literature [16, 2, 8, 19, 9, 3, 5, 18]. Among them, we have chosen the three approaches,
interpreting preferences as inducing a selection function among the answer sets of the
underlying program [3, 5, 17]. Up to now, the latter approaches have either been implemented by meta-interpretation [6] or by pre-compilation front-ends [5]. The advantage
of both approaches is that one can harness existing answer sets solvers without any need
for modification. On the other hand, it remains unclear whether the “selection of answer
sets” cannot be realized more efficiently within a solver by restricting its search space.
For instance, “weight-based” approaches, as pursed in the dlv [12] and smodels [15]
systems, can be implemented rather efficiently through branch-and-bound techniques.
Such a quantitative approach is unfortunately inapplicable in our setting.
For addressing this problem, we have put forward the usage of graphs and colorings as an appropriate computational model. Preferences are simply taken as a third
type of edges in a graph, reflecting an additional dependency among rules. In particular, we have demonstrated that this approach allows us to capture all three “selection
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function” approaches to preferences in a uniform setting by means of the concept of a
height function. To a turn, we have exemplarily developed an operational characterization for one of these strategies. For this purpose, we have extended a recently proposed
operational framework for graph-based computation of answer sets [10]. Apart from
 (comparable to dlv’s
the extension of colorings by a third “transitory” coloring
“must be true”), we have extended the deterministic and non-deterministic operations by preference handling. This is done through the restriction of propagation and
choice operations to those rules that are not dominated by any preferred rules whose application status is indeterminate (viz. " =0V( ). We have prototypically implemented
different operational variants, using different operators; the resulting Prolog implementation is available at
http://www.cs.uni-potsdam.de/ konczak/system/GCplp.
An integration into the noMoRe system is envisaged in the near future.
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